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3 of 3 review helpful Another great Kyle Swanson Novel By Andrew J Campbell For those who have read the full 
series and I recommend starting from the beginning this is another great one in the series Turning the clock back we 
get to meet a younger Kyle as he serves with the Marines in Somalia While the back story is a large portion of the 
book it is enjoyable seeing some of what created the Kyle Swanson we have seen in In this enthralling new novel in 
the bestselling Kyle Swanson sniper series an American warrior is called to redeem a debt of honor in Somalia amid 
haunting personal nightmares Top ranked sniper Kyle Swanson was a promising young Marine on a dangerous peace 
keeping mission in Mogadishu when he first captured the Cobra and a life long blood feud began Twenty years later 
Kyle works for the CIA while the Cobra emerges from prison to becom ldquo Kyle Swanson returns for his boldest 
and best adventure yet Coughlin and Davis series only gets better with each installment Series fans will devour this 
one but new readers will enjoy it just as much as knowledge of prior novels in the seri 
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